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Picture: kali9/E+/Getty Images Just as there are many types of cult songs, there are many personalities that make up a church church. Who are you, the confident guy or a supreme challenger? Are you more likely to ask others for help, or are you more likely to help others? Which cult song best suits the personality of
your faith? This personality quiz will help you answer these questions and more. To limit the unique characteristics of your personality, this test sets various church scenarios and asks what you would do in these settings. What better place to observe human behavior than in a church, right? You can find all kinds of
personality types there under a high sacred roof. This quiz covers the practices of the Holy Communion, foot washing trends and other rituals of Jesus. The question what Jesus would do has never been more appropriate than in a spiritual test like this. This quiz is as accurate as you are forthcoming with answers. So be
as honest as possible and have fun reflecting all those awkward, tense and joyful moments you've experienced during church time. At the end of all this, you'll see which cult song describes you best. Scroll to determine your personal faith song! TRIVIA can you guess the Christian cult song from a lyric? 7 Minute Quiz 7
Min PERSONALITY Can we guess the Christian cult song that matches your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Christian Song Worship Matches Your Personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Christian Song Worship Are You, Based on These Yes or No Questions? 5 Minute Quiz 5
Min TRIVIA can you complete the cult song choir line? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA can you finish the lyrics of these Christian cult songs? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA How much do you know about biblical women? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY What Christian Song Worship Are You Based on These Bible Camp
Questions? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 minutes PERSONALITY Can we really guess what Christian name you are? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes PERSONALITY can we guess which Christian name we identify with? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minutes How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane score? And how do you use a
proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, understandable explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to exciting photos and exciting HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how
things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Register you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older.
Copyright © 2020 2020 Holdings, LLC, a System1 company Last updated on October 20, 2020 You have a deadline looming. However, instead of doing your job, you're fiddling with various things like checking email, social media, watching videos, surfing blogs and forums. You know you should be working, but you don't
feel like doing anything. We are all familiar with the phenomenon of procrastination. When we procrastinate, we waste our free time and postpone important tasks that we will have to do until it is too late. And when it's really too late, we panic and wish we started earlier. The chronic procrastinors I know have spent years
of their lives looped into this cycle. Delaying, postponing things, relaxing, hiding from work, facing work only when it is inevitable, then repeating this loop again. It's a bad habit that eats us off and prevents us from achieving greater results in life. Don't let procrastination take over your life. Here, I will share my personal
steps on how to stop procrastining. These 11 steps will definitely apply to you too:1. Break your work at Little StepsPart the reason why we procrastinate is because subconsciously, we find the work too overwhelming for us. Break it into small parts, then focus on one place at a time. If you still procrastinate on the task
after splitting it, then break it even further. Soon, your goal will be so simple that you'll be thinking gee, this is so simple that I might as well do it now!. For example, I am currently writing a new book (on how to achieve anything in life). Writing books on a full scale is a huge task and can be overwhelming. However, when
you break it into phases like - (1) Research (2) Deciding the topic (3) Creating the outline (4) Writing the content (5) Writing Chapters #1 to #10, (6) Review (7) etc. Suddenly it seems very manageable. What I do then is focus on the immediate phase and do it in the best possible way, without thinking about the other
phases. When it's over, I'll move on to the next one.2. Changing your environmentTaxi environments differ have a different impact on our productivity. Look at your work desk and your room. Do they make you want to work or do they make you want to hug and sleep? If it's the latter, you should consider the 7th regarding
changing your workspace. One thing to note is that an environment that makes us feel inspired before it can lose its effect after a period of time. If that's the case, then it's time to change. Things. Refer to steps #2 and #3 of 13 strategies to start your productivity, which refers to renewing your environment and
workplace.3. Create a detailed schedule with specific deadlinesHaving just 1 deadline for your work is like an invitation to procrastinate. That's because we get the impression that we have time and we keep pushing everything back until it's Late. Split your project (see #1) and then create a total timeline with specific
deadlines for each small task. This way, you know you must complete each task by a specific date. Your schedules need to be strong, too – that is, if you don't finish this by today, you're going to jeopardize everything else you've planned after that. This creates the urgent need for action. My goals are broken down into
monthly, weekly, up daily task lists, and the list is a call to action to be achieved by the set date, otherwise my goals will be deferred. Here are more tips for setting deadlines: 22 Tips for Effective Deadlines4. Eliminate your Procrastination Pit-StopsIf you're procrastination a little too much, maybe that's because it makes it
easy to procrastinate. Identify browser bookmarks that take up a lot of your time and move them to a separate folder that is less accessible. Turn off the automatic notification option in the e-mail client. Get rid of the distractions around you. I know some people will go out of the way and delete or disable their facebook
accounts. I think it's a little drastic and extreme as dealing with procrastination is more about being aware of our actions than neutralizing it through self-binding methods, but if you feel that's what's needed, go for it.5. Hanging out with the people who inspire you to take action I'm pretty sure that if you spend just 10
minutes talking to Steve Jobs or Bill Gates, you'll be more inspired to act than if you spent the 10 minutes doing nothing. The people we are affect our behaviors. Of course spending time with Steve Jobs or Bill Gates every day is probably not a feasible method, but the principle applies - The hidden power of every person
around YouIdentify the people, friends or colleagues who turn you on - most likely the go-getters and hard workers - and hang out with them more often. Soon you will instill their movement and spirit as well. As a personal development blogger, I hang out with inspiring personal development experts by reading their blogs
and corresponding with them regularly via email and social media. It is communicating through new media and works all the same.6. Getting a BuddyHaving a companion makes the whole process a lot more fun. Ideally, your friend should be someone who has his own set of goals. the two will hold each other
accountable to your goals and plans. While it's not necessary for both of you to have the same goals, it'll be even better if that's the case, so you can learn from each other. I have a good friend with whom I speak regularly, and we always ask each other about our goals and progress in achieving those goals. Needless to
say, it pushes us to continue to take action.7 Tell others about your goalsThis serves the same function as #6, on a larger scale. Let all your friends, colleagues, acquaintances know family for your projects. Now, every time you see them, they are obliged to ask you about your situation in these projects. For example,
sometimes I announce my projects for personal excellence Blog, Twitter and Facebook, and my readers will ask me about them on an ongoing basis. It's a great way to hold myself accountable to my plans.8. Look for someone who has already achieved the resultThing is what you want to achieve here, and who are the
people who have achieved this already? Go look for them and connect with them. Seeing live proof that your goals are very well achievable if you take action is one of the best triggers for action. 9. Re-Clarifie GoalsIf you've been procrastining for a long time, it might reflect a misalignment between what you want and
what you're doing today. Often times, we exceed our goals as we discover more about ourselves, but we don't change our goals to reflect that. Step away from work (short vacations will be good, otherwise just a weekend break or staycation will do too) and take some time to regroup. What exactly do you want to
achieve? What do you need to do to get there? What are the steps to be taken? Is your current task aligned with this? If not, what can you do about it?10. Stop over-compling thingsEdena at the right time to do this? That maybe now is not the best time because of the X, Y, Z reasons? Give up that thought because
there's never a perfect time. If you keep waiting for one, you're never going to get anything done. Perfectionism is one of the biggest reasons for procrastination. Read more about why perfectionist trends can be a bane of a benefit: Why being a perfectionist may not be so perfect.11 Take a grip and just do itAt at the end,
boil down to taking action. You can make all the strategies, planning and hypothetical, but if you don't take action, nothing's going to happen. Occasionally, I get readers and customers who continue to complain about their situations but still refuse to take action at the end of the day. Reality Check: I've never heard
anyone procrastinate their way to success before and I doubt it's going to change in the near future. Whatever it is that procrastinates, if you want to do it, you need to get a grip on yourself and do it. Bonus: Think like rhinomore tips for procrastination to start taking ActionFeatured photo credit: Malvestida Magazine via
unsplash.com unsplash.com
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